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             2023 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
 

CHAMPIONSHIP SPONSOR         $6,000 
 Premier logo recognition in all pre- and post-event media acknowledgments; all printed materials for the 

event*; Side by Side web site; and printed newsletter 
 4 golfers with BBQ lunch, hosted cocktail reception and dinner  
 Podium acknowledgement 
  

CART SPONSOR           $5,500 
 Enhanced logo recognition in all pre- and post-event media acknowledgments; all printed materials for the 

event*; Side by Side web site; and printed newsletter 

 Logo recognition on all carts for the tournament 
 4 golfers with BBQ lunch, hosted cocktail reception and dinner 

 Podium acknowledgement 
 

EAGLE SPONSOR           $4,500 
 Logo recognition in all pre- and post-event media acknowledgments; all printed materials for the event*;               

Side by Side event e-blasts and web site; and printed newsletter 

 3 golfers with BBQ lunch, hosted cocktail reception and dinner  
 Podium acknowledgement 
 

BIRDIE SPONSOR           $3,000 
 Enhanced name recognition in all pre- and post-event media acknowledgments; all printed materials for the 

event*; Side by Side event e-blasts and web site; and printed newsletter  

 2 golfers with BBQ lunch, hosted cocktail reception and dinner  
 

PAR SPONSOR           $1,500 
 Name recognition in all pre- and post-event media acknowledgments; all printed materials for the event*; 

Side by Side event e-blasts and web site; and printed newsletter  

 1 golfer with BBQ lunch, hosted cocktail reception and dinner 
 

HOLE SPONSOR           $1,000 
 Recognition in invitation* and Side by Side web site 

 Exclusive underwriting of a hole with opportunity to serve signature refreshments to players at the hole 
 

TEE SIGN            $500 
 Recognition in invitation*, Side by Side web site and tee sign 
 
 

*Sponsors confirmed as of February 15, 2023 will appear on the Save the Date.  
Sponsors confirmed as of April 15, 2023 will appear in the printed invitation. 

To discuss a custom sponsorship, email Side by Side at events@sidebysideyouth.org. 


